STATEMENT OF PURPOSE & BACKGROUND

- **Scope:**
  - Selection and installation of cabinets for housing fire extinguishers.

- **Statement of goals:**
  - Provide a consistent, high quality cabinet that:
    - Is durable, safe and secure;
    - Is easily maintained.

- **Revision history of section:**
  - 06/15/18 (date of adoption)

OUTLINE SPECIFICATION

- **Part 1 General**
  - Quantities and locations of fire protection cabinets to be as indicated on Drawings and as required by all applicable building and fire codes.
  - Coordinate cabinet size with selected fire extinguishers.
  - Coordinate cabinet size, depth and location with wall depths.

- **Part 2 Products**
  - Acceptable Manufacturer(s):
    - JL Industries Inc.
    - Larsen’s Manufacturing Co.
    - Nystrom Inc.
    - Potter Roemer LLC.
    - Equivalent manufacturers approved, in writing, in advance, by the Architect, may be substituted in accordance with the provisions of the Contract.
  - Cabinet Construction:
    - Nonrated.
    - Material: Cold rolled steel sheet, factory finished.
    - Shelf: Same material and finish as cabinet.
    - Style: Semi-Recessed Cabinet with one-piece combination trim and perimeter door frame overlapping surrounding wall surface with exposed trim face and wall return at outer edge.
    - Rolled-edge trim: 2-1/2” backbend depth.
    - Door style: Solid opaque panel with frame.
    - Hardware: Manufacturer’s standard.
    - Door lock: Cam lock that allows door to be opened during emergency by pulling sharply on door handle.
    - Identification: Lettering complying with local authorities for style, size, spacing and location.

- **Part 3 Execution**
  - Per Consultant and / or manufacturer specification.
  - Provide blocking in walls as required for semi-recessed installation.
  - Install with top of cabinet at 54” AFF unless noted otherwise.